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Arc Mapping Definition

 Survey vs. Mapping

 Defined in 18.4.5 of NFPA 921

 Technique in which the investigator uses the 
identification of arc locations or “sites” to aid in 
determining the area of origin.

 Based on the predictable behavior of energized 
electrical circuits exposed to a spreading fire.



 18.4.5 continued

 Spatial relationship of the arc sites to the structure 
and to each other can be a pattern, which can be 
used in an analysis of the sequence in which the 
affected parts of the electrical system were 
compromised.



What is an arc?

 9.9.4.1 “A high-temperature luminous electric 
discharge across a gap or through a medium 
such as charred insulation”

 9.9.5 defines a spark as luminous particles (of 
melted metal) thrown out by arcs.

 Can be sustained or momentary

 120-volt AC systems are thought to only have 
momentary arcs

 DC systems and higher voltage AC can have 
sustained arcs



Arc Event inside a Dryer



Arc Event Inside a Dryer



Arc Events Flagged Inside a 
Panel



Sustained Panel Feeder Arc





Typical Voltage Systems

 Single family and small commercial: 120 / 240 
volts

 Single phase split voltage

 L1 and L2 to neutral are 120 volts each

 L1 to L2 is 240 volts

 Commercial three phase (L1, L2, L3)

 120/208 volts

 120/240 volts (not as common)

 277/480 volts

 Industrial – sometimes primary voltages



Industrial Service Example



Vehicle Voltage Systems

 12 Vdc with some 6 Vdc

 24, 36, 48 Vdc using multiple batteries

 Batteries may be series an parallel

 Batteries ratings and age must be the same

 Series: battery voltages are added and the current 
output stays the same 

 Parallel: voltage is the same as the individual 
batteries and current is the total of each battery.

 Some vehicles also have shore power and 
generators providing AC power



Vehicle Voltage Systems

 Energy = V * I * t

 Very high energy levels are present in fully 
charged vehicle battery systems.  Substantial 
arcing can occur in unfused cable faults.



Circuit

 There must be a closed , conductive, loop 
between the  positive and negative battery 
terminals or line and neutral in AC in order for 
current to flow.  

 This is called a circuit.

 If the conductor is not continuous it is called 
an open circuit.

 Voltage may still be present in parts of the circuit.



Parallel and Series Circuits



Structure wiring - Parallel



Decorative Lighting
Parallel and Series





Open Circuit



Vehicle Circuits

 The return path, or ground, is often through 
the chassis or frame.

 Power flow is from the batteries to the 
electrical distribution center (EDC or fuse 
box) and then to the devices.

 The starter and alternator circuits are not 
usually fused, other circuit are.



Electric Distribution

 Load centers, breaker panels, fuse boxes

 Main power cables enter and supply branch 
circuits exit to supply loads in the structure or 
vehicle.

 Typically contain conductors, busses, 
breakers, fuses, contactors, and relays



OCPD

 Overcurrent Protection Devices

 Located at the source of the conductor

 Coordinated with the conductor rating

 Circuit Breakers

 Single, double pole, triple pole

 Thermal Magnetic – Overloads and faults

 GFCI – Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter

 AFCI - Ground Fault Circuit Interrupter

 Fuses, fuse links



OCPD

 When the OCPD opens the circuit is de-
energized and arcing will no longer occur…

 Unless a back feed condition exists or develops



Electric Distribution Panels

 Circuit breakers operate from thermal and 
magnetic effects.

 Tripped circuit breakers can sometimes ID 
circuits that are in the A/O

 Trace and ID tripped circuits

 Eliminate circuits with CB’s known to be off

 Don’t overlook breakers in devices such as power 
strips



Electric Distribution Panels

 Vehicle electric distribution centers

 Fuse box

 Plastic covers are often melted onto fuses – fuses 
are often protected underneath

 Open/Closed fuses may help ID fire progression



Sample 120V Circuit Diagram



Arc on TV Power Cord



Arc on TV power cord and 
Branch Circuit



Arcs on two branch circuits



Two Rooms and two circuits



Arcs on L1 & L2, 240V circuit





Arc Sequencing



Interpreting an Arc

 Environmental melting – not an arc

 Conductors melted and separated with no 
charred insulation scale

 Conductors melted and separated under 
charred insulation scale 

 Conductors are fused together



Environmental Melting



Environmental Melting



Environmental Effects



Conductors melted and separated 
with no charred insulation scale



Conductors melted and separated under 
charred insulation scale 



Conductors fused together



18.4.5.1 Arc Mapping Procedure

(1) Identify the area that will be surveyed.

(2) Sketch and diagram the area as completely 
and accurately as possible.

(3) Identify zones within the survey area, such 
as ceiling, floor, north wall, south wall, etc.



(4) Identify all conductors of the electrical 
circuits passing through the zone, noting, when 
possible, loads on each circuit, direction of 
power flow (upstream versus downstream), 
locations of junction boxes, outlets, switches (or 
any such control), size of each conductor, and 
the over-current protection size, type, and 
status.



(5) Select a zone for examination and begin the 
process of systematically examining each of the 
conductors in that zone.

(6) Examine and feel each conductor, for the 
purpose of identifying surface anomalies or 
damage, such as beads and notches. When it is 
necessary to remove conductors from conduits, 
take care to prevent damage to the conductors.



(7) Determine if the surface anomaly occurred 
from arcing, environmental heat, or eutectic 
melting (alloying of metals).

(8) Locate the arc site on the sketch and 
document its physical characteristics (faulted to 
another conductor in same cable, faulted to 
conductor from another cable, completely

severed conductor, partially severed conductor, 
faulted to grounded metallic conduit, or a 
conductive building element).



(9) Flag the location of the arc site(s) with a 
suitable marking and document such 
location(s).

(10) Preserve the items as evidence, when 
warranted.



Additional Vehicle Procedures

 Identify the locations of the power 
distribution centers and sources

 Batteries

 Battery switch

 Fuse blocks

 Alternator, starter, and associated cables

 Check for fuses at the battery

 Obtain wiring diagrams – AllData or 
manufacturer



Additional Vehicle Procedures

 Determine status of the key and battery 
switches

 Identify location of energized circuits



Electronic Control Units



Electronic Control Units

 Modern vehicles utilize programmed 
modules (computers) to operate devices.

 Data is “multiplexed” on common wires

 Uses a network protocol CAN (Controller Area 
Network) developed by Bosch.

 Example ECU’s: ECM, TCM, BCM, PAM, 
SAM,…

 The data wires have low energy levels and 
will not arc under normal circumstances.



Ford Mustang Example
 The headlight switch grounds a terminal on 

the ECU.

 The ECU program detects the ground and 
sends a low current to a relay in the under 
hood fuse box (EDC)

 The relay closes the circuit from the nearby 
battery to the headlights.

 Benefits: 

 Low energy circuit to the dashboard switch

 Programmable control of the headlights



Other benefits



Information from ECU’s

 Proprietary – Requires access to Bosch or the 
manufacturer’s equipment






